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June 3, 2020 
Ogden, Utah 

In the past few months, I have 
been working towards finishing my 
education, Communication at Fontys 
University of Applied Sciences in 
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. In this 
graduation year, I worked as a Junior 
Communication Professional for the 
communication agency of our study 
program, called Grof Geschut. I have 
done research for the Weber State 
University Athletic department in 
Ogden, Utah, for the past six months.

This advisory report contains the 
strategic interpretation for the 
approach to the communication issue 
that Weber State Athletics entrusted 
me with. The advisory report is 
based on thorough research, the 
documentation which can be found 
in the accompanying research report 
of this thesis.

I was looking for an assignment in the 
United States because I wanted to 
broaden my knowledge about other 
cultures and graduate in an international 
environment. On a trip to Ogden before 
my search for an assignment, I had the 
opportunity to visit a basketball game at 
Weber State University. This game was 
the first time I had ever seen cheerleaders 
or a mascot at a game. It was my first 
introduction to the American sports world, 
and I was intrigued. When it became time 
to search for an assignment, I thought 
about this experience and reached 
out to Ron Goch. I told him about my 
fascination with Waldo, the mascot, and 
he invited me to work on an assignment 
regarding Waldo. This was an incredible 
experience and I am very grateful that 
Ron gave me the opportunity to work 
on this assignment.  I learned a lot about 

P R E F A C E
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BRAND ANALYSIS

The sub-questions about the identity and 
image of Weber State Athletics and Waldo 
all contribute to painting the picture of 
what the situation is like currently, and how 
Weber State Athletics and Waldo would like 
the relationship with the community to be. 
These questions were answered based on an 
interview with the Associate Athletics Director 
Ron Goch, a content analysis, literature 
research and a survey amongst the target 
audience. The main insight from the brand 
analysis is that Weber State Athletics has a 
strong identity that is in line with their image. 
Waldo on the other hand, turns out not to be 
as well known around the target audience as 
Weber State Athletics had hoped. 

COMPETITOR RESEARCH

Competitors have been examined on how 
they enter into valuable relationships that 
create commitment. This question was 
answered through an extensive competitor 
analysis. The competitor analysis mostly 
showed that it is crucial for mascots to have a 
presence online and in the community.

TARGET AUDIENCE RESEARCH AND 
LITERATURE STUDY

The target audience research creates an 
overview of what the relationship between 
Weber State Athletics, Waldo and the 
community is currently like. This question was 
answered through the survey amongst the 
target audience. The literature study is focused 
on what literature says about entering into 
relationships to create commitment and what 
experts think of this. These questions were 
answered by extensive literature research 
and several interviews with mascots, mascot 
training experts and a former mascot. The 
main recommendation is that Waldo should 
use storytelling to create a back story that is 
used in all forms of communications. They 
also recommend Waldo focusing on children 
and the community in this communication 
and story.

Weber State University (WSU) is a 
university in Ogden, Utah. As a university, 
it offers eight types of sports in which their 
students can participate. These sports 
teams are what attracts the community 
to come out to WSU to watch games. 
Besides the sports teams themselves, their 
mascot, Waldo, generates attention for 
these activities. The primary role of Waldo, 
the Wildcat, is to represent Weber State 
Athletics, promote the teams, involve the 
crowd, and encourage the Wildcats. In 
April 2019, Waldo repeated as the winner 
of the National Mascot Championship 
(Grua, 2019). 

OBJECTIVE

Weber State Athletics is looking for a way 
to create more commitment within the 
community. Since they have Waldo as a 
mascot, Weber State Athletics wants to find 
out how they can benefit from using him to 
create this commitment.

RESEARCH DESIGN

To help Weber state athletics reach this goal, 
a thorough research was conducted. This 
research found out what the current relation 
between the mascot and commitment for 
Weber State athletics is and how they can 
improve this. For this research, the following 
research question was created: 

What is the relationship between the use of the 
mascot, Waldo, and fan commitment for the 
Weber State University Athletic Department? 

The research question is divided into a number 
of sub-questions. These sub-questions are 
based on the MDC-model of Riezebos & Van 
Grinten (2015) and theory from the book 
Marketing Communication Strategy of Floor, 
van Raaij and Bouwman (2015). These sub-
questions focus on the identity and image of 
both Weber State Athletics and Waldo, on the 
competitors, the target audience and makes 
use of experts and literature study.

M A N A G E M E N T 
S U M M A R Y
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CONCLUSION

The main key insight is that it is important for 
Weber State Athletics to create a persona 
out of Waldo, if they want to create more 
commitment within the community. They  
need to get the community to relate to 
Waldo, as if he is part of their identity. This will 
strengthen the relationship of commitment 
between the community, Waldo and Weber 
State Athletics.

The way to create a persona, according 
to experts and literature, is by creating a 
strong back story that is consistently used in 
everything that Waldo does. The experts say 
that the mascot should fully commit to its 
character by knowing what the personality 
and backstory of the character is. A technique 
to create this story is storytelling. Storytelling is 
a form of content marketing where a personal 
story is used to provide information about a 
brand, product or service. 

The experts also believe that it is of importance 
for a mascot to have an online presence. A 
mascot should use this presence to connect 
with the fans on an emotional level by being 
visible, representing the brand and engaging 
with fans. They believe that this is the way to 
connect with fans in a way that they become 
commited. Having a presence online can 
create awareness and sympathy with their 
audience. The successful mascots also often 
tend to do a lot of charity and community 
work, they give back to the community.

ADVICE

Based on the main insights and the conclusion, 
it is advised that Weber State implements the 
Teed-up strategy that is explained in chapter 
4.3 of this report. This strategy consists of 
creating a back story and using this story as 
the base for any other form of communication. 
Research and interviews with experts show that 
a back story can give a mascot an interesting 
story that makes him memorable, relatable 
and sparks interest with the audience (Kent, 
2014). Having a back story as the basis of 
communication also helps create consistency. 

Consistency in communication is the key to 
creating a strong brand (Michels, 2019).

The recommended ways to incorporate this 
back story are appearances, community 
involvement, a kids club, social media and 
other forms of media. By having Waldo fully 
embody his back story, this consistency will 
be created. With this story, Waldo will know 
how to react to any situation at all times. 
Additionally, it is important for Waldo to be 
active within the community. Supporting 
the community makes Waldo appear more 
relatable, approachable and creates an 
emotional connection with the audience. 
This community involvement can be shown 
through appearances and communication.

Connecting with children from a young 
age is highly recommended by the experts 
interviewed and several literature sources. A 
kids club can help create this bond between 
children and Weber State Athletics. This bond 
can then result into a lifelong relationship and 
commitment (Reifurth 2019, Gladden and 
Funk 2001 and James 2001).

An online presence that is in line with the 
back story and other forms of communication 
is crucial for this strategy to succeed. This 
presence gives Waldo the opportunity to be 
visible, engage with fans and represent the 
team. Besides social media, other forms of 
media are also important for spreading the 
back story. Media such as photography, press 
releases, the website and articles should all 
be cohesive with the back story of Waldo. By 
creating a consistent story that is portrayed 
in all forms of communication, Waldo will be 
more relatable to the audience which will lead 
to more commitment.
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Weber State University (WSU) is a 
university in Ogden, Utah. The University 
offers eight different sports that their 
students can participate in. These sports 
teams are what connects the university 
with the community and are a big 
reason why potential students come 
to WSU to study. Besides the sports 
teams themselves, their mascot, Waldo, 
generates attention for these activities. 
The primary role of Waldo, the Wildcat, 
is to represent Weber State Athletics, 
promote the teams, engage the crowd, 
and cheer on the Wildcats. In April 2019 
Waldo repeated as winner of the National 
Mascot Championship (Grua, 2019). This 
was the third national title in the last five 
years that Waldo won.

Weber State Athletics notices that the 
audience interacts enthusiastically with Waldo 
when he is present at appearances or games. 
However, they also notice that the community 
does not know a lot about Waldo and is not 
aware of the championships he has won.

The Athletic department of WSU is now 
looking for a way to create more commitment 
within the community, for the Athletic 
department. Since they have a very talented 
mascot who already creates a lot of attention 
and spirit for the athletic events of WSU, they 
want to find out how they can optimize Waldo 
for this goal of more commitment.

MOTIVATION

Weber State Athletics wants to find out how 
they can benefit from using Waldo to create 
more commitment in the community. To help 
them reach this goal, a thorough research was 
conducted. This research set out to find what 
the current relationship between the mascot 
and commitment for Weber State Athletics 
is. The research also had to find out what 
Weber State Athletics can do to enhance this 
relationship. Therefore, the following research 
question was created:

What is the relationship between the use of the 
mascot, Waldo, and fan commitment for the 
Weber State University Athletic Department? 

The research question was divided into 
a number of sub-questions. These sub-
questions were based on the MDC-model1 
of Riezebos & Van Grinten (2015) and theory 
from the book Marketing Communication 
Strategy of Floor, van Raaij and Bouwman 
(2015) and are as followed:

1. What is the current brand identity of the 
Weber State Atheltic department?

2. What is the current image of Weber State 
Atheltic department?

3. What is the current (brand) identity of 
Waldo? 

4. Who is the target audience of Waldo? 

5. What is the current image of Waldo?

6. Who are the competitors of Waldo?

7. How does literature define the 
relationship between a mascot and 
commitment?

a) What are the functions of having a 
mascot?

b) How does a mascot create commitment?

c) How does a mascot create a persona?

Sub-questions one through three and  
question five all contribute to painting the 
picture of what the situation is like currently, 
and how Weber State Athletics and Waldo 
would like the relationship to be. These 
questions are mostly answered based on an 
interview with the Associate Athletics Director 
Ron Goch, a content analysis, literature 
research and a survey amongst the target 
audience. 

1 For more information about the MDC-model and the 
theory of Marketing Communication see appendix 2: 
Theoretical framework.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Sub-question four creates an overview of what 
the relationship is currently like. This question 
is answered through the survey amongst the 
target audience.

Question six investigates how others enter 
into valuable relationships that create 
commitment. This question is answered 
through an extensive competitor analysis. 

And lastly question seven with its sub-
questions demonstrates what literature says 
about entering into relationships to create 
commitment. These questions are answered 
by extensive literature research and several 
interviews with mascots, mascot training 
experts and a former mascot.

CONCLUSION RESEARCH REPORT

The main key insight that answers the research 
question, “What is the relationship between 
the use of the mascot, Waldo, and fan 
commitment for the Weber State University 
Athletic Department?” is that it is important 
for Weber State Athletics to create a persona 
out of Waldo, if they want to create more 
commitment with the community. They need 
to get the community to relate to Waldo, as if 
he is part of their identity. This will strengthen 
the relationship of commitment between the 
community, Waldo and Weber State Athletics.

The way to create a persona, according 
to experts and literature, is by creating a 
strong back story that is consistently used 
in everything that Waldo does. This story 
could be created through the storytelling 
technique. This story will be able to connect 
the community, fans and followers on an 
emotional level with Waldo and Weber State 
Athletics. The experts think that the mascot 
should fully commit to its character by 
knowing what the personality and backstory 
of the character is. It is important that the 
mascot uses these chances of engagement to 
connect with fans on an emotional level.

The experts also believe that it is of 
importance for a mascot to have an online 
presence. A mascot should use this presence 
to connect with the fans on an emotional 
level by being visible, representing the 
brand and engaging with them. They believe 
that this is the way to connect with fans in a 
way that they become commited. Having a 
presence online can create awareness and 
sympathy with their audience. Additionally, 
research showed that a lot of mascots are 
active on Instagram, Facebook and TikTok. 
The presence of mascots on TikTok especially 
is growing. Several mascots have gone viral 
online, because of funny dances and trick 
videos on the platform. Especially mascots of 
professional sports teams are often making 
the choice to join TikTok. Besides that, online, 
video content proves to work very well for 
the analyzed mascots. The BYU mascot, for 
example, has several videos that attracted 
a lot of attention in the media. Humor in 
the communication is very popular as well. 
Professional mascots like the San Antonio 
Spurs are famous for their humor.

The successful mascots also tend to do a 
lot of charity and community work, they 
give back to the community. Literature 
shows that working with a charity, often for 
children, is something that connects mascots 
with people. They support a charity or set 
one up themselves and this is what makes 
them appear more relatable and creates an 
emotional connection with fans.



C H A P T E R  T W O
C O M M U N I C A T I O N  T A R G E T  A U D I E N C E
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This chapter explains the communication 
target audience. Floor, van Raaij, & 
Bouwman conclude in their book 
Marketing Communication Strategy 
(2015) that it is important to map out the 
communication target group. Segmenting 
the target audience increases the chance 
that the communication message will 
reach the right target audience. This 
way, the brand can focus specifically on 
people of a certain age, or certain desires 
in life. In addition, a good segmentation 
can provide insight into the needs of the 
target group (Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 
2015).

2.1  SEGMENTATION         COMMUNICATION 
TARGET AUDIENCE

This section explains the communication 
target audience of Weber State Athletics. The 
communication target audience is segmented 
according to a number of features. These 
features are the result of the desk and field 
research conducted in the research report. 
The segmentation is explained with insights 
from the research and the literature from the 
book Marketing Communication by Floor, van 
Raaij, & Bouwman (2015).

The following target audience has been 
chosen:

1. Parents between the age of 25 and 45, 
living within the Ogden, Utah region with 
one or more children. They are aware of 
Weber State University and Waldo, but do 
not have a commited relationship yet. They 
like to be a part of a community and want to 
feel connected to the sports teams that they 
represent.

Within the segmentation, the following 
features are important: 

1. Parents between the age of 25 and 45: 
these are the socio-economic characteristics 
of the target audience. This was chosen on 
the basis of the survey. A lot of respondents 
of the survey that were within this age group, 

seemed positive towards WSU and Waldo. 
This is also the age group that is most active on 
social media (Pew Research Center, 2019) and 
is actively visiting games. This combination 
can be very useful for reaching them. Besides 
that, research showed that it is important to 
connect a child with a team from a young age 
(James 2001, Hyatt 2018, and Reifurth 2019). 
By focusing on young parents, the chances 
are more likely that the children will grow up 
having an emotional connection with Weber 
State athletics and Waldo.

2. Being part of the community: research 
indicates that connecting a mascot and a 
team with the community, creates emotional 
and deep connections (Funk & James 2001, 
competitor analysis and expert interviews). 
This makes a team or a mascot relatable to 
the audience.   

3. Connected to sports teams: the target 
audience needs to have the desire to be a fan 
of a team. They need to want to be a part of 
the community and be connected (Funk and 
James 2001).

Figure 1 visualizes the target audience 
segmentation.

Figure 1 Target audience segmentation

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  T A R G E T  A U D I E N C E

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  T A R G E T 
A U D I E N C E



C H A P T E R  T H R E E
C O M M U N I C A T I O N  G O A L S
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N
G O A L S
After the conclusions and insights of the 
research report and the determination 
of the communication target audience, 
the third part of the communication 
plan is formulating the communication 
objectives. This is an important part of 
the overall (marketing) communication 
plan. The communication objectives 
form the basis for the strategy. First of all, 
which goals are being pursued has to be 
considered. Only then can it be decided 
how these objectives will be pursued 
(Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015). The 
objectives will be focused on the goal 
of using the mascot, Waldo, as a way to 
connect with the community. Therefore, 
the goals are centered around Waldo.

It is important to influence the knowledge, 
attitude and behavior of the target group. 
This formula for effective communication, 
designed by Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 
(2015) only works when communication 
is focused on knowledge first, then on the 
attitude and lastly on behavior. The target 
audience tends to already have knowledge of 
Weber State Athletics, its teams and Waldo. 
However, when it comes to the attitude, they 
are not emotionally connected yet. Because 
of that, this does not translate in active 
behavior resulting in a connection. Therefore, 
the following general goals are created:

1. KNOWLEDGE   
Waldo represents Weber State University and 
Weber State Athletics with its talented teams. 
Waldo represents all fans.

2. ATTITUDE   
I am emotionally connected with Waldo; 
I can identify myself with him and the teams 
of Weber State Athletics. We are all part of a 
community of fans.

3. BEHAVIOR    
I actively make an effort to see Waldo and the 
games of Weber State athletics.
I also make an effort to share my enthusiasm 
and connection with Waldo and Weber State 
Athletics, with my child or children.

The literature study also found the 
Psychological Continuum Model (PCM) by 
Dr. Funk and Dr. James (2001), about the 
commitment that fans can create with a team, 
sport or in this case the mascot. This model 
is made up out of four phases that one 
goes through before he or she is a loyal and 
commited fan. The model uses parameters 
of mediation between a sport, team and an 
individual. This is another important model 
to keep in mind when creating the goals. 
This model flows into the previously used 
knowledge, attitude, behavior model. The 
target audience have already passed through 
the first two phases. The phases are:

1. AWARENESS   
This is the phase wear the individual learns 
about Waldo and the teams of Weber State 
Athletics but does not show any favoritism yet.

2. ATTRACTION   
In this phase the individual expresses 
favoritism because of demographic- and 
social-psychological based motives, which 
means that the individual lives in Ogden and 
is associated with Weber State Athletics.

3. ATTACHMENT  
A psychological connection is created 
through various associations between Waldo, 
Weber State Athletics and the individual.

4. ALLEGIANCE  
The individual is loyal to Waldo and Weber 
State Athletics. This allegiance creates certain 
attitudes that make the individual have 
consistent and durable behavior towards 
Waldo and Weber State Athletics.
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Figure 2 visualizes the effective 
communication models and their correlation.

Figure 2 effective communication models

Based on the desired attitude and behavior that 
the target group should have about Waldo and 
Weber State Athletics; the following relevance 
objective has been drawn up. This relevance 
objective relates to the brand knowledge and 
brand attitude of the target audience (Floor, 
van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015):

1. A year after the implementation of the 
strategy, 60%2 of the target audience 
should feel emotionally connected3 with 
Waldo and Weber State Athletics. They 
should identify themselves with Waldo 
and feel like Weber State Athletics is 
part of their identity.

2 See appendix 1 Explanation communication goals for 
an explanation about the percentages used in the goals.
3 Emotionally connected is defined as creating emo-
tions that separates Waldo and Weber State Athletics 
from the other mascots and universities, creating brand 
loyalty over time.

After achieving the relevance objective 
mentioned above, Waldo and Weber State 
Athletics can proceed with the following 
behavioral objectives. These are based on 
actually changing the behavior of the target 
group (Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015):
 

1. Six months after reaching the relevance 
goal, 30% of the target audience makes 
an effort to share their passion for 
Waldo and Weber State Athletics with 
their children and actively visit games 
and appearances of Waldo and Weber 
State Athletics.

Appendix 4.5 contains a visualization of the 
timeline to reach these two goals, by using all 
of the implementation components.



C H A P T E R  F O U R
C O M M U N I C A T I O N  S T R A T E G Y
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The following chapter describes the 
strategy that is created for Waldo and 
Weber State Athletics to achieve the 
objectives stated in the previous chapter. 
This strategy is divided into a number 
of parts. The strategy makes it clear how 
Waldo and Weber State Athletics can 
best position themselves. This chapter 
discusses the proposition, positioning 
and strategy developed for Waldo and 
Weber State Athletics.

4.1 PROPOSITION
This paragraph describes the proposition. 
The proposition is the distinctive character of 
a brand. By presenting this as a promise, the 
target audience knows what the brand ‘Waldo’ 
does. After that, it is important to propagate 
the proposition. By doing so, Waldo increases 
consumer trust and loyalty (Floor, van Raaij, & 
Bouwman, 2015).

Waldo is the ambassador of Weber State 
Athletics. Waldo is one of the fans and he 
represents all. He makes sure you are never 
alone; he will always be there. Waldo, along 
with the fans, brings the team to victory. 
Waldo makes an effort to connect with fans 
personally. He is much more than just a 
costume; he is the mascot that the community 
can connect with.

"Waldo makes me feel one with the other fans 
of Weber State Athletics. Together we support 
the teams and we feel connected. I recognize 
myself in Waldo and he makes sure I never feel 
alone. He makes me want to come to games 
and other events, so we can be fans together. 
Waldo is the mascot that I look up to and feel 
connected with."

4.2 POSITIONING 

The research report investigated what 
positioning is suited for Weber State Athletics. 
It concluded that a positioning often focuses 
on the desired brain position of consumers. 
Important here is the brand identity. The 
result of positioning should be that a desired 
set of associations around the brand name is 

created at the recipient (Riezebos & van der 
Grinten, 2017). 

In addition, the research report concludes 
that it is important for Weber State Athletics to 
emotionally connect the target audience with 
Waldo. This connection will ensure loyalty. The 
definition of positioning used in the research 
focuses on connecting the target audience 
with Weber State Athletics and Waldo. This is 
important in the positioning that Waldo has to 
implement.

In the book Marketing Communication by 
Floor, van Raaij and Bouwman (2015), four 
possible perspectives of strategies are 
distinguished to support the proposition 
(brand promise). Each of these four 
possibilities leads to a form of positioning. 
The possibilities are based on the benefits 
of the brand (Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 
2015). 

A transformational positioning is chosen for 
Waldo. This positioning is transformational 
(responding to feelings and lifestyle) and 
is therefore seen as a strong positioning. 
The most important characteristic of 
transformational positioning is that the 
benefits of the product or brand are linked to 
the values of the target audience. These values 
are often related to a certain lifestyle or their 
most important end values (e.g. happiness or 
freedom) (Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015). 
In this case these values would be a sense of 
community, fandom, loyalty and an emotional 
connection towards Waldo and Weber State 
Athletics.

Part of the transformational positioning is 
the execution positioning. (Floor, van Raaij, 
& Bouwman, 2015). Execution positioning is 
a positioning based on the execution of the 
campaign. The execution is a way to stand 
out and be dominantly present. The brand is 
linked to a unique element or symbol in the 
communication. This is called an inalienable 
mark. Inalienable marks attract attention and 
evoke sympathy. They can have a great effect 
on familiarity and attitude.

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  S T R A T E G Y
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A transformational positioning has been 
chosen because research shows that the 
target group needs to be emotionally 
connected to Waldo in order to generate 
more commitment to Weber State Athletics 
(Garg, et al., 2017). Research based on the 
literature study and the expert interviews, 
concludes that Waldo needs to create a 
personality. It is recommended by literature 
and experts to do this through storytelling, in 
order to connect with the target group and to 
be consistent in all expressions. Besides that, 
Waldo is already an inalienable mark of the 
Weber State Athletics brand, because he is 
the mascot. It is therefore strategically smart 
to use this mark within the positioning.

The research also showed that mascots 
generally position themselves in the same way, 
mainly on the basis of talents and fandom. It 
is important for Weber State Athletics to stand 
out and adopt a distinctive character (Van 
Eck, 2019). On the basis of this character and 
the associated values, the target group can 
identify with the brand (Solomon, et al., 2013).

1. Transformational positioning should give 
the target group the following feeling: 

• Waldo is one of us. He is a fan, just like us.
• Waldo represents Weber State, he is the 

ambassador.
• Waldo connects us. He brings the 

community and Weber State Athletics 
together.

• Waldo is part of our identity. We like to 
express this affection to him.

• Waldo makes us feel more connected to 
Weber State Athletics.

• Waldo brings out our pride for Weber 
State Athletics.

• Together with Waldo, we encourage our 
teams.

• Waldo makes us feel happy and connected 
when we see him.

4.3 STRATEGY

A strategy is drawn up on the basis of the 
paragraphs above. This strategy is adapted 
to the phase in which the brand is in. Floor, 

van Raaij and Bouwman (2015) conclude in 
their book Marketing Communication that 
it is important to adapt the strategy to the 
different phases a brand goes through. This 
gives general insight into what the target 
audience of the brand needs to know in order 
to achieve the communication objectives 
(Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015).

Weber State Athletics and Waldo are in the 
growth phase of the brand. Consumers know 
that the brand (Waldo) exists. They know what 
Waldo does and know what they can expect 
from him. However, the difference with other 
mascots in the market is not clear. A brand in 
the growth phase should therefore focus on 
defending its own position and positioning 
itself strongly in the market (Floor, van Raaij, & 
Bouwman, 2015). 

The two surveys of the research showed that 
the target audience knows Waldo but does not 
yet have a connection with him. All they know is 
that he is the mascot of Weber State Athletics 
and some know he is talented. However, there 
is no strong emotional connection between 
him and the target audience.

A number of strategies are suitable for a  
brand in the growth phase, according to Floor, 
van Raaij and Bouwman (2015). The following 
two strategy directions fit Waldo and are used 
to draw up the eventual strategy:

1. ADDING PSYCHOSOCIAL BENEFITS  
As mentioned before, it is important to 
add a character to the brand, so that 
people can identify with the brand. 
Adding psychosocial meaning helps with 
that. This should indicate why the brand 
fits in with, for example, a certain lifestyle 
or end values of the target audience. 
 

2. FOCUS ON SALIENCE   
For a brand with whom consumers feel 
little involvement, spontaneous brand 
awareness is an important criterion. The 
brand must be brought to attention when 
the target audience is making a choice 
between brands. The communication 
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intervals should correspond to the 
decision intervals. The communication 
expressions for these kinds of brands 
are striking and use inalienable marks. 
Consistent communication is important 
here.

Two other techniques that are important in 
drawing up the strategy for Waldo are:

1. MENTAL DOMINANCE  
Mental dominance means that the brand 
in question is the first brand a consumer 
thinks of. One way to improve mental 
dominance is by consistently using 
inalienable marks. These inalienable marks 
ensure that the brand is thought of with 
little cognitive effort. They ensure that the 
brand is anchored very powerfully in the 
brain (Floor, van Raaij, & Bouwman, 2015). 

2. SYMPATHY, UNITY AND RECIPROCITY  
Sympathy, unity and reciprocity are 
concepts from the book Influence by 
Robert Cialdini (2016). These principles 
of influence are important to include in 
the strategy. Sympathy is the principle of 
building valuable and strong relationships. 
When you have a positive bond with the 
target audience, they become more loyal. 
Sympathy can also be evoked by creating 
a back story that the audience identifies 
with.  Unity is the principle of responding 
to the feeling of togetherness and unity, 
the target group is more likely to be 
persuaded to connect. Finally, reciprocity 
is the principle of give and take. When 
you give the visitor something, such as 
a picture with Waldo, the visitor is more 
likely to be connected to the brand.

THE TEED UP STRATEGY
The strategy drawn up on the basis of the 
insights from the research is called the Teed 
up strategy. The name of the strategy comes 
from a term used in golf. Golfers use this term 
when they give themselves an advantage 
by hitting off of a tee to begin every hole. 
Meaning that when somebody does work 
ahead of time and planned everything well, 
they are teed up for success. It also means that 

everything (every hole in golf) is approached 
with the same strategy. The teed up strategy 
is going to give Waldo a plan and consistent 
communication, to pull through in all actions.

The main goal of Weber State Athletics is 
to create commitment with the community 
through Waldo. This is possible by creating a 
persona, a personality, for Waldo. The experts 
interviewed in the research and research 
study show that storytelling is the best suited 
way to create this personality. A back story of 
Waldo has to be created, that is carried out 
through storytelling in all of Waldo’s actions. 
This consistency of spreading one story, will 
create an emotional connection with the 
target audience.

Storytelling is a form of content marketing 
where a personal story is used to provide 
information about a brand, product or service. 
The authentic stories used in storytelling are 
intended to trigger an emotional reaction 
among consumers and connect them to 
the brand. Communication is not limited 
to sharing information. The most important 
thing is sharing emotion. A story provides 
a meaningful context. Storytelling can best 
be used through the transmedia storytelling 
technique (Jenkins, 2008). Transmedia means 
'across media', telling a unified story where 
each medium has its own contribution.

The figure below visualized the Transmedia 
model.

Figure 4 Transmedia model
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The storytelling that Waldo will be doing, will 
be portrayed in several areas. Part of this is 
his performances during appearances and 
games. However, due to the COVID-19 crisis 
and uncertainty for the future, the main focus 
will be on online storytelling. This gives Waldo 
the opportunity to still connect with the target 
audience and work on the goals, even though 
physical contact might not be possible. The 
several areas of storytelling are:

• BEHAVIOR / PERFORMANCE  
The performer that is Waldo, should be 
able to fully commit to his character by 
knowing the personality and back story 
of the character. The back story has to 
be used to create consistency in all of 
the mascot’s actions. This ensures that 
no matter who is in the costume, Waldo 
is always the exact same. This also helps 
the performers be prepared for any 
situation. The back story gives them 
certainty in knowing how to react properly 
according to Waldo’s values, at all times.4 

• COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  
Literature shows that working with 
charities and the community is something 
that connects mascots with people. 
Supporting the community is what makes 
them appear more relatable and creates 
an emotional connection with the target 
audience. This means doing appearances 
within the community5, but also often 
communicating about the community. 
This could be about his love for the 
community or about topics that are very 
popular within the community. Waldo 
should be part of them. His story should 
be about the community. This way the 
target audience will identify with Waldo 
and really feel like he is one of them.

• ONLINE PRESENCE  
It is of importance for Waldo to have an 
online presence, that is in line with all 
other forms of communication. Waldo 
has to use his online presence to connect 
with the fans on an emotional level by 

4 This only applies when physical appearances are 
possible.
5 This only applies when physical appearances are 
possible.

being visible, representing the brand and 
engaging with fans. Having a presence 
online can create awareness and 
sympathy with his audience. The advised 
platforms for this presence are Instagram, 
Facebook and TikTok. Online video 
content and content with a lot of images 
of Waldo himself are recommended 
for creating a personal connection with 
followers. All of the communication 
that is used on these platforms, should 
be consistent and cohesive with the 
identity and thus the back story of Waldo. 

• MEDIA  
Media such as photography, press 
releases, the website and articles have to 
be cohesive with the back story of Waldo. 
They have to tell his story. Everything that 
is being communicated from Waldo, has 
to be thought through thoroughly and 
should have the back story written in it. 
For instance, every picture that is shared 
should enhance the personality of Waldo 
and should be telling his story.

The figure below shows the strategy 
systematically. Waldo’s back story is 
portrayed in his behavior, online presence, 
media and community involvement. Together  
this ensures a deep connection with the 
target audience that will create loyalty and 
commitment to Waldo and Weber State 
Athletics.

Figure 5 strategy visualization
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The appendix includes several  
elaborations of the previous chapters. 
It includes an explanation of the 
communication goals. Then it offers 
detailed information about the 
implementation of the strategy, divided 
in several sub chapters. After that an 
overview of advised communication 
tools is given. Then an elaboration on 
the implementation of the strategy is 
presented and lastly an overview with 
advice concerning social media is 
displayed.

1 EXPLANATION COMMUNICATION 
GOALS

171 participants filled in the survey conducted 
for the main research. The percentages that 
came out of this survey are used to base 
the communication goals on. There are less 
participants that filled in the survey versus 
the population of Ogden, Utah. This has been 
taken into consideration when creating the 
percentages for the goals.

61.9% of survey participants is not involved 
with Weber State Athletics or is an occasional 
visitor of games and 30.4% (see visualization 
in figure 3) is already a season ticket holder of 
Weber State games.It is therefore chosen to 
round off the percentage of not involved or 
occasionally involved target audience to 60% 
for the first goal, with the focus on the part of 
the audience that still needs to be emotionally 
connected. For the second goal half of the 
initial percentage of goal one is chosen, 
because not everyone who is involved with 
Weber State Athletics and Waldo will become 
more active.

Figure 6 visualization choice of communication 
goals percentages

2 IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY

Chapter 4.3 explained the strategy for Weber 
State Athletics. In this chapter the elaboration 
of this strategy will be discussed in more 
detail. It explains what Weber State Athletics 
must do to implement the strategy to reach 
the set goals.

Due to a shortage of budget, the primary 
focus is on free implementation via social 
media, the website and appearances during 
competitions and other events. Therefore, 
there is no budget specification, everything 
should be able to be implemented for free. 
In addition, as a result of the COVID-19 crisis, 
the focus is mainly on implementing the 
strategy online. In this way, the goals can be 
achieved, even when physical contact is not 
yet possible.

2.1 STORYTELLING

As explained in the previous chapter, 
storytelling is a form of content marketing 
where a personal story is used to provide 
information about a brand, product or 
service. The authentic stories used in 
storytelling are intended to elicit an 
emotional response from consumers 
and connect them to the brand. 
Communication is not limited to sharing 
information. The most important thing is 

A P P E N D I X
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sharing emotion. A story speaks to the 
head and the heart and a story provides a 
meaningful context.

BACK STORY

The most important component of this 
storytelling strategy is the back story. The 
back story will tell the history of Waldo and 
will guide him in the future. This will be the 
structure that all of the other components of 
the strategy are based on.

Research shows that a back story can give a 
mascot an interesting story that makes him 
memorable and sparks interest with the 
audience (Kent, 2014). This also makes it 
easier for the mascot performers to commit 
to the story and show a consistent character 
at all times. The interviewed experts (former 
and current mascots, mascot trainers and 
producers) agree with Kent saying that a back 
story is the key for a performer to embody 
the character completely. By having this 
consistent engagement with the audience, 
the mascot can connect emotionally with 
them.

Mascot expert at BAM Mascots, Angie Maxine 
(2016) also talks about the importance of a 
back story frequently. She says that having a 
back story is the way to make the audience 
relate to the mascot and connect with them 
on a deeper level. It works especially well 
when the back story has emotional and 
relatable details. Besides that, using brand 
values, motivations and personality are very 
important. This will create a credible and 
authentic story that connects the audience 
with the mascot.

An example of such a back story is given in 
appendix 4.1.

BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE

As mentioned before, the biggest part of 
using storytelling is to create consistency 
in the behavior of Waldo through a back 
story. This consistency will be easy to adapt, 
for all performers that are Waldo, once it is 

clear who Waldo exactly is. Waldo should 
always be the same, no matter what. This 
creates certainty and recognizability with the 
audience. Besides that, knowing the character 
and understanding him on a deeper level, 
will help prepare the performers for any 
situation possible. They will always know 
how to respond accordingly to Waldo’s true 
personality.

Communication expert Michels (2019) states 
that a strong image can only be created if a 
brand, a mascot in this case, is unambiguous, 
consistent and recognizable in all forms of 
communication. Deepening various aspects 
of the image creation are necessary to create 
a strong image.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Literature study in the research report 
indicates a mascot can connect with the 
community, if this mascot works with charities 
and the community itself. Supporting the 
community makes them appear more 
relatable, approachable and creates an 
emotional connection with the audience. 
Community involvement could be done 
through appearances within the community 
and by communicating about the community. 
By showing the mascot’s affiliation with the 
community and for instance his love for the 
town, the citizens will be more inclined to 
identify with the mascot.

Additionally, the literature study shows that 
working with children is a profitable way for 
a mascot to connect to its audience. Charities 
that have a focus on children work very well. 
Supporting a charity shows a relatable and 
emotional side of the mascot.

The conducted competitor analysis shows 
that other mascots are very active in charity 
and community work. They give a lot back 
to the community and this works very well. 
As an example, social media posts about 
the community tend to generate a lot of 
engagement and attention.
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Experts that were interviewed also 
recommend that a mascot should be visible 
within the community. They especially 
recommend community and charity 
appearances. They also said it helps especially 
when charity and the community is part of the 
back story. This will create more favorability 
and likability for the mascot.

See the infographic in appendix 4.1 for the 
visualization of the implementation of the 
strategy within appearances and media.

KIDS CLUB

It is advised to create a kids club in which 
Waldo can connect on a deeper level with 
children of the community. This kids club 
could consist of meet and greets with 
Waldo, fun activities and other opportunities. 
Connecting with children from a young 
age is highly recommended by the experts 
interviewed and several literature sources.

Research shows that connecting with a child 
as a mascot, is a way to make this child a 
commited fan for the rest of their life. Studies 
by Katherine Reifurth (2019) and Gladden 
and Funk (2001) show that when a child has 
positive experiences and associations with a 
team, it increases the likelihood that they will 
develop a sense of commitment and loyalty 
towards this team later in life. This works 
mostly when that child has an exciting and 
entertaining experience at athletic events 
with the mascot.

James (2001) also proved that children 
develop team loyalty between the ages 
five and nine. He discovered that these are 
the ages that the children start to identify 
with a team and become loyal. One of the 
interviewed professional mascots also talked 
about how he notices that children tend 
to make this connection and commitment 
around those ages.
It has been previously mentioned that 
working with children within the community 
or a charity, is recommended by many. This 
is what makes a mascot appear relatable 
and creates emotional connections with the 

community. Besides that, observations of 
Waldo during athletic events, show that most 
of his interactions are with children, because 
they tend to be the most enthusiastic to 
interact with him.

An example of a kids club structure is given in 
appendix 4.2.

3 COMMUNICATION TOOLS

To implement the strategy explained in 
chapter 4.3 and reach the goals mentioned 
in chapter 3, several communication tools 
are necessary. This chapter will therefore 
explain the importance of an online 
presence and other media within this 
strategy.

All of the communication tools that are 
described below are free and do not require 
physical contact. This is because there is 
no budget for the implementation of this 
strategy and because of the health risks that 
come with COVID-19. Appendix 2 has given 
examples of offline tools such as appearances. 
Appearances can be used to strengthen 
the strategy once large physical events 
are permitted again. See the infographic 
in appendix 4.1 for the visualization of 
the implementation of the strategy within 
appearances and media.

ONLINE PRESENCE

An online presence for Waldo is crucial. 
Especially an online presence that is in 
line with the back story and other forms 
of communication. The online presence 
has to be used to connect Waldo with fans 
and the community on an emotional level. 
Besides that, an online presence gives 
Waldo the opportunity to be visible, engage 
with fans and represent the team. It will also 
create awareness and sympathy from the 
audience. The advised platforms for this 
online presence are Facebook, Instagram 
and TikTok. A thorough competition analysis 
and content analysis show that these are 
the most profitable media platforms for 
Waldo to be active on. In appendix 4 and 5 
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Implementation strategy, the implementation 
and use of these platforms is elaborately 
explained.

Literature research showed that human 
connection, according to Arunrangsiwed 
(2016), is created by emotional affinity with the 
audience. This emotional affinity is created by 
having the audience identify with the mascot. 
The mascot can create this identification by 
having an online presence where it shows 
human emotions. The audience is more 
likely to accept the idea of identifying with 
the mascot on social platforms, because this 
gives the perception of a true friendship 
being built.

This concept of having the audience identify 
with Waldo, is also explained by Cialdini  
(2016). He states that people tend to like  
others that are similar to them. He also 
elaborates on the fact that this is possible 
by having the mascot portray human 
characteristics and emotions. The easiest 
way of doing this is, as explained, on social 
platforms. They give the mascot a voice that 
he usually does not have. It also gives the 
audience the opportunity to interact with the 
mascot, possibly on a deeper level. Garg, 
Chhikara, Panda and Kataria (2017) also 
explained that this is a way for the mascot to 
have a voice and elaborate the back story of 
him and the team.

Additionally, research found that telling the 
back story through an online presence can 
show the true values of a brand and create 
an emotional connection between the fan, 
the mascot and the team (Zhang, 2015). 
The interviewed experts agree with this and 
think this is the best way to engage regularly 
with fans as well. When engaging with fans, 
the back story and the true personality has 
to shine through. That is, according to the 
experts, the way to commit fans to the mascot 
and team.

An extra advice would be to create a separate 
page for Waldo on the Weber State Athletics 
website. This page could show the back story 
of Waldo and could offer the request form for 

appearances. This gives Waldo his own place 
and makes it easier to refer the audience to 
a place where they can get to know his story.

An example of a Waldo website page can be 
found in appendix 4.4.

Examples of several online social media posts 
can be found in appendix 5.4.

MEDIA

As explained before, storytelling and the 
back story will help create consistency in 
all of Waldo’s communication. Therefore, 
media such as photography, press releases, 
the website and articles have to be cohesive 
with the back story of Waldo. All of the 
communication that is coming from Waldo 
should tell his story, it all needs to be part 
of the bigger picture. Research showed that 
portraying the story of the team or mascot in 
all media is very valuable. An example of this 
is the communication of the Houston soccer 
team, Houston Dynamo (Libris, 2020). They 
told their story through all of the photographs 
they took and shared. This created a great rise 
in revenue and engagement with fans.

The influence principle of consistency by 
Cialdini (2016) comes in to play in this as 
well. People like consistency and like to 
be consistent with the things they have 
previously said or done. This means that 
people prefer consistency over a random set 
of actions. But they also are more inclined to 
portray consistent behavior once they have 
already made a first step. For Waldo this 
means that if he shows consistency within his 
communications, he will be liked more. This 
also means that when someone has engaged 
with him once, they will be more inclined 
to do so again several times after. This will 
eventually lead to commitment.

See the infographic in appendix 4.1 for the 
visualization of the implementation of the 
strategy within appearances and media.
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4 ELABORATION IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGY

This chapter explains the different ways 
the strategy can be implemented more 
elaborately. It also offers several examples 
of these implementations.

4.1 BACK STORY
As advised in appendix 2, a back story is the 
key to implementing this storytelling strategy 
successfully. The back story has to include 
the personality of Waldo, the history of 
Waldo and Waldo’s passion for Weber State 
University. It is important that the back story 
makes the audience feel like they can relate to 
Waldo and feel like he is a person. The story 
should also evoke emotions. This back story 
has to always be kept in mind when creating 
any form of communication around Waldo. 
Shown below is an example of a back story 
for Waldo. This story is based on his portrayed 
personality during observed athletic events 
and on his history, found in an article on 
Signpost by Weston Sleight (2019). The story 
was tested amongst fourteen members of 
the target audience, they all seemed to be 
touched by the story and said it portrays 
Waldo’s character very well. Besides the  test, 
expert David Raymond was also approached 
and asked about the back story. He said he 
thought it was a good start, that shows who 
Waldo can be.

The story of Waldo goes back three 
generations. His great-grandfather was 
allowed to call himself the first real wildcat. 
But he did not get the title without a fight. 
In 1928, Weber State Athletics Hall of Fame 
football player Wallace F. Morris was at a 
practice. He had an off day and one of the 
players noticed that. “Hey,” he shouted, “stop 
playing like a pussycat!”
Steward ‘Monk’ Holiday, who was then a 
team captain, heard the comment.  “He’s not 
a pussycat, he is a wildcat!” Holiday shouted 
back.  Since then, Morris is remembered as 
Wildcat Morris by his teammates and the Hall 
of Fame.  Later that year, the local newspaper 
did a story on the Weber College football 
team. The writer mentioned that the players 

were “as scrappy as a bunch of Wildcats” 
and he could not have been more right. The 
Wildcats were stuck with that name from that 
day on. 

In that moment, Waldo’s great-grandfather 
earned his name. He became a part of the 
team and never left.  Then Waldo came along, 
but he wanted to do things a little different. 
He thought it was cool to cheer the team on, 
but he wished he could be more like them, 
more athletic. Ever since Waldo was a young 
wildcat, he wanted to be an athlete. Really 
be part of the team. He was always running 
around, doing tricks, showing his father and 
grandfather what he could do. 

When it became time to try out for a Weber 
State team, it turned out he was too goofy 
to play any sports and the others were 
just laughing at him. “But dear Waldo,’ his 
grandfather sighed, “turn things around. 
You have a gift, just like your father and I. 
Let people laugh with you, not at you. That is 
your talent.” 

His tendency to play around, do tricks and 
play pranks on people didn’t make him the 
best candidate for the team. He was not 
able to become an athlete, but he had a gift. 
He channeled his inner Wildcat, his great-
grandfather, and decided to use his passion 
to become the biggest, most enthusiastic fan 
Weber State has ever seen. He became THE 
Wildcat.  He became the best mascot Weber 
State ever had. Now he has the freedom to 
be his silly self, whilst enjoying every single 
game of Weber State, together with the best 
group of people; Weber State fans. 

These people are his friends. This is where he 
feels most at home. Together they represent 
Weber State.

Together they are great. 

Appendix 4.4. has an example of a website 
page of Waldo with the back story presented.
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The infographic below visualizes the  
connection between the back story and the 
other strategy implementation components.

Image 1 infographic back story flow
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4.2 KIDS CLUB

As mentioned before in appendix 2, a kids 
club would be a great addition to get more 
kids involved and ultimately attached 
to Waldo. The example below offers a 
format of a kids club for Waldo, that can 
be featured on a kids club website page. 
This format is based on other kids clubs 
of mascots such as Cosmo the Cougar 
from BYU, Cam the Ram from Colorado 
State University, Brooks from Dixie State 
University and Monte from University of 
Montana.6

WALDO’S ALL STARS

Waldo’s All Stars is a kids club designed for 
the youngest Wildcats out there!

The primary goal of Waldo’s All Stars at Weber 
State University is to give young Wildcats 
the opportunity to hang out with Waldo. By 
becoming a member, your child will cheer on 
the Wildcats together with Waldo!

The Waldo’s All Stars is a club specifically 
designed for fans of the Wildcats ages 2-12.
The club offers many opportunities for 
members to get an up-close experience with 
Waldo, Weber State student-athletes and 
coaches.

Waldo’s All Stars annual membership will 
start on August 1st and end on July 31st the 
following year. Registration of your child is 
$25.

6 All prices that are displayed for the kids club are 
estimated based on other kids clubs and the prices of 
season tickets. This is an example and should be  
evaluated by Weber State Athletics.

Waldo’s All Stars receive the following 
benefits:

• Free admission to all Weber State home 
athletic events

• Opportunity to meet Weber State student-
athletes and coaches

• Exclusive invite to All Stars events
• Opportunity to greet the student-athletes 

as they run out on to the football field and 
basketball court and be on the football 
field and basketball court for the National 
Anthems

• A Waldo’s All Stars ID card and lanyard 
(the ID card will serve as entry into games)

• A birthday postcard from Waldo
• $5 Concessions gift card
• Invitation to Waldo’s birthday celebration

There is the opportunity to upgrade to a Gold 
Star membership. The Gold Star membership 
includes:

• A season ticket to all Weber State home 
athletic events for one or two adults (see 
options below)

• A Waldo’s All Stars T-Shirt
• Discounted Birthday or Gameday Waldo 

Appearances

There are different options for a Gold Star 
membership available, which determine the 
price of the membership:

Option 1: A season ticket for Basketball for 
one adult  $95

Option 2: A season ticket for Basketball for 
two adults $160

Option 3: A season ticket for Football for one 
adult  $75

Option 4: A season ticket for Football for two 
adults  $115

All funds raised will support the Waldo 
Scholarship fund of Weber State University to 
help future and current Waldo’s.
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The images below feature an example of 
the Waldo’s All Stars website page and an 
example of a social media post about the kids 
club.

Image 2 Waldo’s All Stars webpage

  

Image 3 Waldo’s All Stars social media post
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4.3 SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

When posting online, it is especially important 
to engage the audience. The emphasis 
should be on getting the audience to interact 
through likes and comments. This can be 
done by asking a question, asking for the 
audience’s opinion or stating something that 
will generate comments, like a discussion. 

Besides that, it is very important to mainly use 
pictures of Waldo in posts. Posts that include 
a picture with Waldo, tend to generate a lot 
more engagement than posts that do not 
feature him. When a picture is being used, 
it should be the right size. Online programs 
like Canva make it easy to upload a picture 
and crop it into the right size for the specific 
social medium. Testing of several social 
media posts showed that the audience also 
appreciates the usage of the Wildcats logo 
on pictures. Besides that, the pictures with 
a slight purple filter were also voted most 
popular.7 Additionally, video content is a very 
popular form of content that generates a lot 
of engagement. 

Research showed that videos about tricks, 
stunts or videos with humor work very well

Image 4 Instagram feed example 
7 See appendix 5.5 for the results of the testing of social 
media post examples.

for mascots. It is important to keep in mind 
that videos on Facebook should not be 
longer than 120 seconds (preferably under 
90 seconds), videos on Instagram should be 
under 60 seconds (preferably 30 seconds) 
(Influencer Marketing, 2020) and TikTok 
videos should be between 9 and 15 seconds 
(Schmidt, 2019).

Graphics, without Waldo, such as riddles, 
drawing, games, a quote et cetera, should 
be used in moderation. Compared to the 
other types of posts like pictures and videos 
they do not generate as much engagement. 
When graphics are being used, it is advised to 
make them unique and applicable to Waldo. 
This means using his name or picture in the 
graphics and only making graphics of things 
that apply to him such as a workout challenge 
or sports related things. A relatively easy 
program to create graphics with is Canva. 
This online service is free and offers a lot of 
templates for several media. It also offers the 
right sizes for social media images. To make 
it easier to create more posts (having enough 
pictures and videos to post can take a lot of 
time) it is advised to post a graphic every four 
posts on Facebook and Instagram. This will 
offer the audience variety in content and it 
will create a pattern on the Instagram feed as 
seen on the examples below.

Image 5 Instagram grid example
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Appendix 5 has an example of several posts, 
an overview of recommended times to publish 
posts and a guide to using the best hashtags.

4.4 WALDO’S WEBSITE PAGE

It is important for Waldo’s visibility and 
character building that he has his own website 
page on the Weber State Athletics website. It 
is advised that this website contains his back 
story. This has to be a place where fans can 
come to learn more about Waldo. This page 
could also be linked to the Waldo’s All Stars 
kids club.

Image 6 Waldo’s website page example

Besides that, it is advised that this page offers 
the ability to book Waldo for appearances. 
Currently it is possible to book Waldo 
through a shared website page with the 
spirit squad. However, it gives Waldo more 
of a clear identity, when he has his own page 
for bookings. It would also make sense to 
combine this with the ‘more about Waldo’ 
page. Below is a visualization of what this 
website page could look like.
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4.5 IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

The timeline featured below visualizes the 
implementation of the Teed up strategy, using 
all components that have been explained in 
this and the next chapter. 

Image 7 Visualization strategy timeline

5.5 SOCIAL MEDIA

This chapter offers several components 
of the advice concerning social media. 
It explains the possibility of using 
scheduling tools, the best posting times 
and the usage of hashtags. It also offers 
several examples of social media posts 
embodying the back story and it talks 
about the content calendar that was 
created.

5.1 SCHEDULING OF POSTS TOOL

A scheduling tool can help with posting 
messages on social media, when these 
messages can be planned ahead. It can 
help bring structure in posting times and 
dates. Some tools also give more insight 
into analytics. There are several scheduling 
tools available. Most of them only offer paid 
services, however the next two examples are 
companies that also offer a free service.

1. HOOTSUITE

Hootsuite gives the opportunity to manage 
three social media profiles, generate leads 
with social contests and has the ability to 
schedule thirty posts in advance. The free 
plan also offers basic analytics for tracking 
followers, growth and content statistics.

2. BUFFER

Buffer has a service that is known for its easy 
navigation on Chrome browsers. Buffer also 
suggests the perfect moments to post based 
on follower activity. The free plan includes 
managing three social platforms, suggesting 
the best moments to post, schedule up to 
ten posts and has a mobile app feature. The 
mobile app enables the planner to create and 
schedule content using their image creator 
and GIF/video uploader on the app and 
shorten and track links.
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5.2 POSTING TIMES

As explained before, the recommended 
platforms to use are Facebook, Instagram 
and TikTok. Instagram and Facebook can be 
approached with the same posting strategy, 
because this will generate engagement with 
the same target audience that the strategy 
is focused on. TikTok however, can be used 
more sporadically, because the algorithm 
does not focus on frequent uploads. Besides 
the strategy, the specific time that a message 
on a social media platform is posted can 
influence the amount of engagement the post 
generates.  It is therefore important to explore 
when the audience of the specific medium is 
online. 

Figure 7 is an image with general 
recommended posting times and days for 
all three platforms. These times and days are 
based on information found online (Influencer 
Marketing 2020b, Influencer Marketing  
2020c, Influencer Marketing 2020d and  
Brown 2020). However, this is general 
information. The best thing would be for 
Weber State Athletics to look at Waldo’s 
profile analytics every three months to 
see what times and days work the best. 
Figures 8, 9 and 10 also visualize what these  
analytics look like on all three platforms.  
Once it is clear what days posts have to go 
online, Waldo should post around three times 
a week on consistent days. This amount of 
posts will not overwhelm the audience but is 
regularly enough to positively influence the 
algorithms. 

For Facebook, general research shows that 
posting between noon and three PM on 
weekdays, especially Wednesday, works the 
best. It is also recommended to avoid posting 
on weekends. For business to consumer 
communication, it is recommended to post at 
nine AM or between three and four PM.

For Instagram it is recommended to post 
on Mondays, Wednesdays or Thursdays 
between nine AM and two PM. For business to 
consumer communication it is recommended 
to post between eleven AM and one PM.

For TikTok not much research is available, 
since it is quite a new medium. It is also an 
app with a different regulated algorithm. It 
therefore is not known if it matters on what 
days are posted. It is however recommended 
to post between nine AM and twelve PM, 
since on those moments the most followers 
are online.

Figure 7 Overview recommended posting 
times
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FACEBOOK ANALYTICS
Figure 8 Facebook analytics
Source: Collier, 2017.

INSTAGRAM ANALYTICS

Figure 9 Instagram analytics
Source: Gollin, 2018.

TIKTOK ANALYTICS

Figure 10 TikTok analytics
Source: Influencer Marketing, 2020d.
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5.3 HASHTAG USAGE

Hashtag usage is important to expand the 
reach and visibility of social media posts. 
It is important to find out what the most 
popular hashtags are, before using any. Using 
hashtags that are not used widely or that do 
not mean anything, do not have a purpose. It 
is also important to keep hashtags simple and 
not to use too many words in one. 

On each social media platform there is an 
option to search for hashtags. This can be 
used to find out which hashtags are popular. 
Besides this feature, there are also websites 
that offer the ability to do general hashtag 
research. Most of these websites only offer 
hashtag searches for Instagram and Twitter. 
Mostly because of the privacy of Facebook 
posts and TikTok being a new platform. 
However, the same hashtags can be used for 
Instagram and Facebook since they are both 
owned by Facebook and can link to each  
other. 

An example of a generating hashtags 
website is Hashtagify, where Instagram 
hashtags can be researched. Another  
example is TikTokHashtags.com to search for 
TikTok hashtags concerning a certain topic. 
The following overview includes tips for using 
hashtags.

• POPULAR HASHTAGS  
Sometimes the most popular hashtags 
are the ones that are easiest to 
use. For example, A topic might be 
promoted as #BigSkyFinalsOnESPN 
but fans use the simpler version of 
the hashtag, #BigSkyFinals. Then 
the second hashtag should be used. 

• KEEP IT SIMPLE  
Different hashtags for a single topic can 
sometimes be confusing for fans. Keep 
it simple and use one or a few hashtags 
that fans can understand and remember. 

• AVOID PUNCTUATION  
Hashtags do not pick up on any 
punctuation on any platform. For 
example, #Let'sGoWildcats must 
be written #LetsGoWildcats so 
that the whole hashtag is clickable. 

• AVOID SPACES  
Hashtags will not pick up on any spaces. 
For example, #Lets Go Wildcats will not 
make the whole sentence clickable. 

• USE HASHTAGS TO IDENTIFY 
A CALL SUBJECT  
For example, "The Wildcats play great! 
#BigSkyFinals". 

• INCLUDE HASHTAGS IN YOUR 
SENTENCES  
For example, "Who gets your vote  
for #BigSkyFinals MVP?".  

• CONNECT OTHER PLATFORMS 
TO FACEBOOK  
All hashtags you use on other platforms, 
such as Instagram, connected to your 
Facebook page will be automatically 
clickable and searchable on Facebook.
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5.4 SOCIAL MEDIA EXAMPLES

To visualize the advice about social media 
posts given in appendix 4.3, the following 
post examples are created. These examples 
were tested amongst fourteen members of 
the target audience.8 There were two options 
given per image. The ones that were in favor 
have been presented here.

REGULAR INTERACTIVE POST ON FACEBOOK
 

Image 8 Regular interactive post   
 

8 See appendix 5.5 for the testing results of the social 
media post examples.

GRAPHIC ON FACEBOOK 

Image 9 Graphic post example Facebook  
   
TRICK VIDEO ON TIKTOK

Image 10 Trick video example TikTok
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CHARITY POST ON INSTAGRAM

Image 11 Charity post example Instagram

MERCHANDIZE PROMOTION ON 
INSTAGRAM
 

Image 12 Merchandize post example Instagram
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5.5 A/B TESTING SOCIAL MEDIA 
IMAGES
An A/B test is a form of research with a control 
group in which two variants of social media 
images are compared to each other. This 
testing method was used to choose the most 
popular design of images amongst the target 
audience. 

The test survey has been filled in by fourteen 
members of the target audience. These 
people were approached personally. The 
following images portray the results of the 
testing.

Image 12 A/B testing Waldo’s all stars post
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Image 13 A/B testing graphic post

Image 14 A/B testing charity post
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Image 15 A/B testing regular interactive post

Image 16 A/B testing merchandize post
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5.6 CONTENT CALENDAR

To make posting messages regularly easier, 
it is recommended to use a content calendar. 
A content calendar can offer an overview of 
important days, like holidays, and a structure in 
posting on certain days a week. As a separate 
document, an example of a content calendar 
will be provided to Weber State Athletics. 
This calendar includes all national holidays  
and ‘special’ days that might be interesting to 
the target audience. It also offers a structure 
for posting messages three times a week. 
Besides that, it leaves room to add notes, 
schedule actions for team members and it has 
a project deadline checklist.
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